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the bundled vienna instruments are available as synchron patches for both vsl rebirth and vsl quantum. the xf patches include a velocity crossfade/velocity xf sus version as well,
and we have included a few suggestions on how to combine and customize them. it is advisable to use the xf versions if you have the vsl instruments in their original voices.

however, due to limitations of the vsl instruments, the xf versions were not meant to replace the original ones. in reality, the xf versions are very close to the original instruments,
but have slightly different characterizations. for example, the violins ii xf have a finer, less distorted sound than the original ones; whereas the violins i xf have an extremely bright
tone. so, its a matter of taste, and you might want to use one or the other. then again, you might find some elements of the original instruments in the xf version, depending on the

voicing and articulation. you may learn more about the vienna instruments from the vsl vienna instruments homepage, which includes a lot of useful information. we also offer
various cd samples that you may download for free and try out the vienna instruments in your own projects. as mentioned earlier, we have included a host of free "version s" preset

files to start experimenting with the instruments. just wanted to let you know that we are finally finished with the release of the first vienna instruments (vsl) synth bundle! this is
not a self-contained synth, or even a vsl instrument in its original, analogue voice. this is a fully-synthesised instrument, using the original synth voices as a blueprint. you can use it
as a vsl instrument, or you can apply your own patches and sounds to it. we have included a host of free patches that you can download and use, and you can find more information

about the vsl instruments on our vsl vienna instruments homepage.
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